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Jamāl al-Bannā: Portrait of a Muslim Intellectual 

by Ben Connery and Rémi Drouin 

Jamāl al-Bannā is a household name in Egypt, where he is famous both in his own right, as a prominent 

and sometimes controversial Muslim intellectual and writer, and because of his brother Hasan al-

Bannā, the founder of the Muslim Brothers. Over the course of his 89 years, Jamāl al-Bannā has had 

numerous roles, beginning work in the Muslim Brotherhood’s publishing house until his arrest and 

imprisonment between 1948-50, after which he set up a foundation for prisoners and their families. 

During the fifties he also became increasingly involved with labour movements, translating books from 

English about trade union organization and taking a job as lecturer in the معهد الدراسات النقابية 

(‘Institute of Trade Union Studies’) in Doqqi, which he held until 1993, having set up the ‘Islamic 

Labour Organization’ in 1981. From the seventies onwards, his writings began also to address the ideas 

of Islam and renewal in the religion, a theme to which he still regularly contributes works printed by 

his own publishing house, the ‘   .(’Library of Islamic Thought‘) ’ الفكر اإلسالميدار

Throughout these different stages of his life, many different labels have been cast on Jamāl al-

Bannā. This study, which involved researching from his many books and seven interviews with the man 

himself in order to follow up questions raised by his writings, is intended to assess the validity of 

applying such diverse terms as ‘liberal,’ ‘fundamentalist,’ ‘reformer,’ ‘socialist’ and so on to al-Bannā. 

This has been carried out by examining Jamāl’s personal background, his approach to Islamic 

reasoning and to the Qur’ān and Sunnah, his views on the freedom of thought and on Islam’s 

relationship to other religions, and his views on societal issues such as economics, women and marital 



issues as they relate to his Islamic beliefs. Of course, no study of Jamāl al-Bannā would be complete 

without reference to his views on his brother’s political role and the Muslim Brothers, and the study 

also treats his views on modern Egyptian history and contemporary regional politics. 

 

Who is Jamāl al-Bannā? 

 Entering the world of Jamāl al-Bannā means immersing oneself into books. Many public 

libraries would envy the mountains stacked on shelves, mantelpieces, desks, tables and floor. Ranging 

from International Labour Organizations to Philosophy, whilst passing through the Economics or 

Politics sections, Jamāl al-Bannā’s lust for reading becomes apparent on a whole new scale – a scale of 

approximately 30 000 tomes. Passing the creaking, overburdened central desk in the main lobby, and 

stepping over the mounds of paperwork that gather dust on ancient rugs in doorways, one enters the 

heart of the book-eater's apartment. Before sitting down on chairs older than the man himself, one takes 

care not to crease the newly published manuals on topics ranging from Jihād, the veil, to the re-thinking 

of Sharīcah law or Islamic economic models, all fresh from the home-owned printing presses.  Ignoring 

the presence of the famous table where the ‘Free Officers’ of 1952 swore that they would rule ‘ ما انزل ب

 with a gun and Qur’ān in the middle of the room, (a testimony to the (’by what God has set down‘) ’اهللا

longevity of Jamāl al-Bannā, still active at 89), one finally arrives in front of the man himself, as ever 

dressed in his blue working-man's jacket (buttoned to the top) and trousers.  

 It is hard to appreciate the range of experiences witnessed by Jamāl al-Bannā during his 

lifetime.  Born in 1920 into a pious family, Jamāl, the younger brother of Hasan al-Bannā, was quickly 

exposed to a religious education through contact with his father (an amateur scholar who, away from 

his watch-mender daily job, spent his time collecting and classifying Hadīths) or indeed with his older 

sibling who would become known throughout the Arab world and beyond as the founder of the Muslim 

Brotherhood. Both his father and brother would play a central role throughout Jamāl al-Bannā’s life 



something to which Jamāl himself regularly alludes. He paints a glowing portrait of his father as a hard 

working, pious and well-read man who memorized the Qur'ān at a very early age before embarking on 

his mammoth task of Hadīth collection. The adoring son describes how, when a weak child unable to 

play outside with the other children, his father introduced him to reading, and how both would enjoy 

each other's silent company for hours on end. Memories of that dedicated and ascetic man still push al-

Bannā to dedicated study even in old age, as he reveals how today he still works until the late hours of 

the night in imitation of his father.1 Likewise, until this day, Jamāl al-Bannā’s admiration for his 

famous brother remains apparent in any conversation that touches on the subject, as is discussed later 

on in this piece.   

 After completing secondary school, Jamāl al-Bannā refused to attend university, rejecting the 

bourgeois university conveyor-belt which always led to monotonous ‘daily bread earning’ professions 

rather than independent and creative careers. A long-time addict of reading, Jamāl al-Bannā decided to 

dedicate himself full-time to his passion and commenced a writing career. His talents were soon noticed 

by his elder brother who encouraged him into taking a more active role within the newly-created 

brotherhood by helping to publish Brotherhood literature. A prolific writer in his own right, Jamāl al-

Bannā published the first of his many books in 1945 under the title ‘Three Obstacles on the path to 

Change.’ Subsequent to his arrest in December 1948 along with his brother and leading members of the 

Muslim Brotherhood by government troops, Jamāl al-Bannā spent a spell behind bars until 1950, by 

which time his brother had been assassinated, some say as a reprisal for the assassination of the 

Egyptian Prime Minister a month before. The infamously brutal conditions of the Egyptian penitentiary 

system were to have a profound impact upon Jamāl al-Bannā, evidenced by his founding of The 

Egyptian Society for the Care of Prisoners and their Families in 1953. Indeed, far from espousing the 

Muslim Brotherhood's view of an ideal society, Jamāl al-Bannā began to focus his attention and efforts 

                                                 
1 al-Bannā, J,  من هو جمال البنا؟ و ما هي دعوة اإلحياء اإلسالمي؟ . Cairo : دار الفكر االسالمي 



much more towards the budding labour and trade unions2 that had started to take a more definite shape 

in Egypt. Such was his belief in the importance of Labour Organizations as a voice of the Egyptian 

masses, that during his pursuit of a successful thirty-year teaching career at the Cairo Institute of Trade-

Union Studies between 1963 and 1993, he would come to found in 1981 the International Islamic 

Confederation of Labour. Supplementing this political activity, Jamāl al-Bannā has continued to this 

day a prolific writing career with more than 100 books and innumerable articles to his name. Within 

academic circles, Jamāl al-Bannā is portrayed as a revisionist, though his academic enemies often cite 

his lack of formal qualifications as reason to not consider him seriously, especially on subjects touching 

Islam, to which Jamāl al-Bannā, unperturbed, regularly responds in the media. 

In our interviews and perhaps for the first time, al-Bannā paints a frank self-portrait replying 

readily to personal questions. From these answers, and in keeping with his aforementioned beliefs, it is 

clear that Jamāl al-Bannā values his intellectual contributions above any practical achievements such as 

the Prison Association or Islamic Labour organization.3 It comes therefore as no surprise that his 

concern for what the proverbial ‘man on the street’ thinks of him is irrelevant since in his own words 

‘they judge too quickly’ and are too easily influenced.4 However, when quizzed as to how he wishes to 

be remembered, al-Bannā answers in the role of writer first and foremost, pinpointing his greatest 

achievement as being his books. With over 100 of these to his account, this achievement will not 

disappear any time soon. 

 

                                                 
2 Jamāl al-Bannā would in fact translate several Labour manuals from English into Arabic to promote unionism.  
3 al-Bannā, J, face interview with Rémi Drouin and Benedict Connery, June-August, 2009 
4 ibid 



Core Beliefs: 

 In order to comprehend adequately Jamāl al-Bannā’s reasoning behind controversial 

declarations on the subject of the veil, smoking in Ramadan, or the topic of temporary marriages, one 

must comprehend his intellectual basis for such rulings. Central to Jamāl al-Bannā’s ideology is his 

view of Islam, and this view is based on both his perspective on the Qur'ān and the Hadīths, considered 

by the four traditional schools of thought to be the two most important sources of inspiration and 

guidance in Jurisprudence. 

 Concerning the Qur'ān, it is the firm opinion of Jamāl al-Bannā that the Qur'ān is the first point 

of reference to which all true Muslims should refer primarily. Furthermore, given the intrinsic equality 

promoted by Islam, it is his firm conviction that all Muslims have the same right to interpret the holy 

text as they please, but must consider the texts in their entirety, since any attempt to use selectively the 

Qur'ān would be to refuse the its integrity as a cohesive holy text.5 Naturally, all attempts to impose 

one's teachings of Islam upon another Muslim are nothing short of attempting to impose a hierarchy 

within Islam – a decidedly un-Islamic phenomenon. 

 Al-Banna remains convinced of the great gift that is the Qur'ān, seeing it, in marked difference 

with either Judaism or Christianity, not as being based on the fundamental values of love nor in a sense 

of religious unity as for those two religions, but rather on the principle of unshakeable justice.6 

However, far from being inflexible or ill-suited to the challenges presented along the path of life, Jamāl 

al-Bannā sees in the Qur'ān a wealth of lessons to fit all manner of experiences and eventualities, 

succinctly describing the Qur'ān as ‘a book for peace, for justice, for war, for power’7 to be used 

according to one's situation. Thus, whilst Islam strongly advocates the notion of peace, it also 

recognizes the right to violence in a defensive context when all other means have failed.8  

                                                 
5 al-Bannā, J, face interview with Rémi Drouin and Benedict Connery, June-August, 2009 
6 ibid 
7 ibid 
8 ibid 



 As for the Hadīths, al-Bannā considers the majority to be irrelevant and false, present only due 

to the fear of the Muslim community of committing acts against the Islamic teachings.9 Indeed, al-

Bannā claims that such accounts of the Prophet emerged not during his lifetime, but after his death and 

that of many of his closest followers, the first Muslims, and that the decision to record them was a 

result of the panic that accompanied the dwindling of the first generation Muslims coupled with the 

desire of later generations to record the practical requirements of a good Muslim. However, far from 

being truthful sources of reference for the daily life of a pious Muslim, al-Bannā claims that, on the 

contrary, most of the accounts have little authenticity, since they were often fabricated to quell 

arguments by adding an air of irrefutable proof to the opinion's soundness.10 Jamāl al-Bannā estimates 

the percentage of accounts that have neither authenticity nor credibility to be around 80-90% in today's 

collections of Hadīths. As expressed candidly by the man himself, how could the original collection of 

Hadīths collected by al-Bukhārī in the 9th century and containing 7275 accounts suddenly have 

materialized into over 30 000 by the 12th Century? In al-Bannā’s view therefore, only a proper 

cleansing of the Hadīth collections would be able to restore some credibility to the accounts, and more 

importantly provide helpful advice and information to supplement that gained through the study of the 

Qur'ān itself.  

 In this light, al-Bannā suggests that Hadīths not fulfilling the following conditions should be 

filtered out from the collection. Firstly, Hadīths that seek to explain or refer to the afterlife or the 

invisible world should be discarded, since only God has knowledge of that world. Similarly, those 

Hadīths that abrogate verses from the Qur'ān or seek to explain them should be taken out, as the Qur'ān 

cannot be selectively interpreted, and it is wrong for someone to impose their explanation of the verses 

on another person. More specifically, accounts that seem to contradict the teachings of the Qur'ān, and 

especially those that give opinions on justice not found in the Qur'ān are to be removed, as they are the 

                                                 
9 Akouri, M. A, (2005). L'Enseignement de Gamal al-Bannā. Cairo : 96-94 دار الفكر االسالمي 
10 ibid 



works of men, and not of the divine. In a broader sense, any Hadīths that promote explicitly or 

implicitly sexual, racial or religious discrimination should be cast away, since the Qur'ān (on numerous 

occasions according to al-Bannā) enjoins complete and unequivocal equality between all adherents of 

Abrahamic faiths. Furthermore, any Hadīths that condone unjustified punishments are to be ignored, 

since Islam is a religion whose principle concern, according to al-Bannā, is that of uncompromising 

justice. Next, al-Bannā disregards those accounts that attribute miracles to the Prophet, arguing that the 

prophet Muhammad, though an extraordinary man was no miracle worker, nor did he aspire to being 

one, humbled as he was to the task of delivering God's message. Hence any reference to the Prophet 

performing miracles is to be considered at best an overzealous expression of admiration for the Prophet 

and at worse, as a sacrilegious act which causes Islam to deviate from its essence and into the path of 

Christianity. Pertaining to a similar subject (that of creating Islamic traditions from either regional or 

ethnic traditions), Jamāl al-Bannā would banish those hadīths that invest extraneous dress and dietary 

traditions with Islamic qualities. Al-Bannā sums up his opinion of religion and its role in the moral 

makeup of both the individual and society by finally proclaiming that any Hadīth that encourages blind 

belief should be immediately taken out of the compiled collections.11 Similarly, although Jamāl al-

Bannā acknowledges the importance of rituals in all faiths in gathering believers together and teaching 

them the tenants of the religion, his emphasis on the higher and more abstract concepts within religion 

recently led him to proclaim controversially the legality of merging several of the five daily prayers 

together should a situation demand it.12 

 In more general terms, al-Bannā's view of Islam is one of complete individual freedom to 

interpret the scriptures as one wishes, and to adapt them to both the needs of the society but also to the 

moral norms of the day. As such, interpretation of the Qur'ān must be carried out using intellectual 

reasoning in order to ensure that the decision is consonant with the modern age and adapted to the 

                                                 
11 ibid 
12 al-Bannā, J. ساعة لدراسة الكمبيوتر أفضل من صالة نافاة. Middle East Transparent. 

http://www.metransparent.com/old/texts/gamal_banna/gamal_al_banna_computer.htm 



demands of the society. More generally, Jamāl al-Bannā calls for an Islam that evolves with the times 

and stays abreast of developments, so that religion continues to be a relevant and potent force within 

the daily life of both the individual and society. Accordingly, Jamāl al-Bannā rejects the intellectual 

censorship of such institutions such as al-Azhar (which, incidentally, has banned some of his material 

on the grounds that it is offensive to the traditional viewpoint of Islamic law), and condemns the 

intellectual stagnation of Islam, characterized by jurists relying on outdated judicial methods from 

centuries before. These methods and schools of thought, Jamāl al-Bannā argues, actively hinder Islam's 

advance into the modern era, whilst at the same distracting Muslims from the fundamentals of Islam by 

giving importance to shaky and at times flawed traditions and methodologies that might have been 

acceptable in their day, but have become obsolete by today's standards.13 In Jamāl al-Bannā's view, the 

very survival of a religion depends on its capacity to adapt accordingly to the demands of the age as 

well as the underlying strength of its foundations. Hence a religion must renew itself perpetually in 

order to keep abreast of society's developments and not become irrelevant.   

 The cornerstone of Jamāl al-Bannā's religious outlook is undoubtedly his view concerning the 

humanist orientation of Islam. Indeed, al-Bannā is of the opinion that Islam itself should not be a goal 

but rather a means to achieve a perfect society.14 As such, Islam is one among many tools to be used to 

achieve this perfection. Stemming from this principle, Jamāl al-Bannā logically accepts and 

acknowledges other monotheistic religions as being valid means to the same end. Hence, for Jamāl al-

Bannā, religion is more a matter of internal ethics than of external formalism, which explains his 

attachment to the importance of the abstract ideas present within Islam – justice, religious pluralism, 

gender and race tolerance, honour and inclusiveness – in comparison to his relatively flexible notion of 

rituals and uniformity.15 In short, Jamāl al-Bannā, as he himself explicitly admits, repudiates the 
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15 al-Bannā, J. ساعة لدراسة الكمبيوتر أفضل من صالة نافاة. Middle East Transparent. 
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performing of rituals merely for their own sake in unconscious automatism.  

    

 

 



Jamāl al-Bannā’s Views: 

 From those core beliefs, Jamāl al-Bannā elaborates his discourse on the various issues explored 

below. 

 

The Sharīcah 

Jamāl al-Bannā is quick to emphasize the importance of Islam in society and, in qualified fashion, in 

politics. But despite claiming that ‘wanting Sharīcah (Islamic law) is inseparable from being a 

Muslim,’16 his vision of ‘true’ Sharīcah, essentially a democratic form of rule that is just both politically 

and socially, differs markedly from the salafist interpretation that dominates understanding of the 

concept today. Though many over the course of Islamic history have tried to implement the Sharīcah, he 

maintains that in fact it only existed in the early years of Islam when the Muslim community was ruled 

by the Prophet and his rightly-guided successors, before being corrupted from the time of the Caliph 

Mucāwīyah onwards. At this time, the reigning chaos in issuing fatwás led to a plethora of different 

rulings and general confusion, to which Islamic rulers eventually responded by seeking to codify the 

Sunna, hoping to acquire legitimacy for themselves in doing so. While Jamāl asserts that the original 

Islamic jurists, possessed a deeply-held conviction of their religious role, he claims that the Sharīcah 

became steadily less religious over time due to political interference from rulers and ultimately ended 

up simply empowering repressive, dictatorial authorities.17 

 As al-Bannā describes in his book ‘ ’ هل يمكن تطبيق الشريعة؟ (‘Is it Possible to Implement the 

Sharīca?’), the problem of implementing the Sharīcah lies between the two extremes, that of excessive 

diversity in authority leading to chaos as in the early Islamic era on the one hand, and monopolization 

by rulers leading to authoritarianism on the other. To find a way between these extremes, Jamāl 

                                                 
16 al-Bannā, J هل يمكن تطبيق الشريع؟ Cairo : دار الفكر االسالمي 
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stipulates several conditions. First of all, he advocates nothing less than an ‘intellectual revolution’18 in 

order to overthrow the existing salafist interpretations and establish the intellectual foundations of a 

Sharīcah that is valid for implementation in modern society, which can be accomplished by renewed 

‘ijtihād’ (juristic reasoning) in re-interpreting the Qur’ān and Sunna in the true spirit of Islam. This 

spirit, he believes, is centered about justice, and is strongly humanist in its consideration of man as the 

‘goal’ of the religion. As Jamāl sees it, whereas the idea most prominent in Christianity is love, in Islam 

it is justice, and he claims that the maxim used in early Islam’s legal philosophy that ‘teaching the thief 

is what gets rid of the penalty,’ was well ahead of its time in its sophistication and subtlety.19 

 Secondly, in keeping with his belief that power corrupts religion (the Vatican, he says, was the 

worst thing to happen to Christianity),20 he disagrees with contemporary Islamists that the Sharīcah 

should be the state and claims that it is merely the Islamic precept of justice implemented in a 

democratic manner. He is keen to emphasize that whilst ‘true’ Sharīcah existed in the Islamic 

community in Medina at the time of the Prophet and his rightly-guided successors, Sharīcah formed the 

law of the state only because of circumstance, and state and Sharīcah being one should thus not be 

interpreted as being mandatory in Islam. 

 Related to his reservations about Sharīcah and the state, he absolutely opposes the monopoly of 

religious men on reasoning in Islam, and this extends to the Sharīcah in his belief that the issuing of 

fatwás is both open to any Muslim, since all have the ability and even duty to reason for themselves, 

and that fatwás issued by religious authorities are no more than non-binding opinions. Whilst it is 

natural for specialization and the emergence of experts in any field, Jamāl al-Bannā considers a key 

characteristic of Islam to be its lack of Church, and he asserts that pluralism is both inherent in and key 

to Islam.21 The pluralism encouraged by Islam in al-Bannā’s view extends to religious minorities, who 
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19 al-Bannā, J هل يمكن تطبيق الشريع؟ Cairo : دار الفكر االسالمي 
20 al-Bannā, J, face interview with Remi Drouin and Benedict Connery, June-August, 2009 
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he believes should have no reason to fear the introduction of the Sharīcah he envisages, and he holds 

that a respect for religious minorities is a characteristic of true Islam. He cites the ‘صحيفة الزوادعة,’ the 

‘Constitution of Medina’ in the time of the Prophet, which recognized the Jews as one of the three 

categories of people belonging to the ‘Ummah’ (along with his Medinan followers and Meccan 

Emigrants), and points out that they were only expelled from Medina as a result of their betrayal of the 

community in siding with besieging Meccan army later on.22 

 

Other Religions 

 Starting with the position that Islam explicitly recognises the other Abrahamic religions with the 

oft-cited verse ‘َلُكمۡ ِديُنُكمۡ َوِلَى ِديِن’ ‘to you your religion and to me, mine,’23 al-Bannā claims that living 

within a pluralist society is perfectly possible and in fact encouraged in Islam, and he is at pains to 

show how Jews, Christians and Muslims lived in harmony and mutual respect during the time of the 

Prophet Muhammad.24 In response to questions pertaining to inter-religious tensions in Egypt today, 

especially regarding the status of Copts in a republic which proclaims within the constitution that 

‘Islam is the religion of the state and is the source of legislation,’25 Jamāl al-Bannā affirms that the 

problem lies not in Islam and its tolerance of others (after all, the scribes of the prophet were in part of 

Christian origin as was the King of Ethiopia, the first host of Muslim refugees),26 but rather in the 

proper application of Sharīcah, since the fundamental rights of minorities are protected, even when the 

majority abide by different customs.27  

 Similarly, concerning the well-publicized trend of inter-religious dialogue, the response of 

Jamāl al-Bannā is engraved with his logic. Indeed, when questioned about the use of dialogue, al-
                                                 
22 al-Bannā, J هل يمكن تطبيق الشريع؟ Cairo : دار الفكر االسالمي 
23 Sura 109 الكافرون  
24 al-Bannā, J حوار بين األديان-اليهودية و المسيحية في االسالم: آتاب جمال البنا  Cairo: دار الفكر االسالمي   
25 Egyptian constitution with latest amendments: 

 http://aceproject.org/ero-en/regions/mideast/EG/Egyptian%20Constitution%20-%20english.pdf/view 
26 Traditional accounts vouch for the veracity of the story 
27 al-Bannā, J, face interview with Rémi Drouin and Benedict Connery, June-August, 2009 



Bannā affirms his skepticism, arguing that since all religions and especially religious institutions are by 

definition convinced of their superiority and truthfulness, the meetings in the form they take today are 

like confrontations between lawyers whose only aim is to defend their clients regardless of the truth. 

Any decision to engage in dialogue, he continues, should be in the spirit of what he calls " االممية

 or the ‘globalization of [shared] values.’28 However for Jamāl al-Bannā, the very notion of "القيمية

theological and doctrinal debates occurring within such meetings signals an immediate defeat of cross-

faith communication.29  

   

The Role of Islam in Society 

 Al-Bannā commences by pointing out that one's dedication to any faith is a strictly private 

matter, in keeping with his egalitarian and pluralistic view of Islam and religion in general. 

Nevertheless, al-Bannā maintains that certain core values present within Islam are fundamental to the 

correct functioning of society on all levels, be it economics, politics or social justice. This, al-Bannā 

argues, is the great gift of Islam to the world – its intrinsically present Justice that provides society’s 

moral backbone.  Thus, the study of religion as part of the school curriculum in order to ingrain moral 

values into the younger generations is deemed useful, but with a warning that studying other religions 

is in fact counter-productive, since the version given to children tends to reflect the opinions of the 

various religious institutions in power today rather than allowing for diversity and pluralism.30 

 The subject of economics does not escape al-Bannā's focus, a subject particularly relevant today 

given the ongoing global crisis. So great is the crisis, and so shocked have been many ordinary citizens 

as they watched helplessly while their life savings went up in flames, that much attention has been 

given to alternative financial systems, and in particular to Islamic models, which present themselves as 

being untainted by the vices of capitalism by apparently refusing to charge interest (the source of profit 
                                                 
28 ibid  
29 ibid 
30 ibid 



for most banks) to their customers. For al-Bannā, the path seems clear and simple: since all religions 

except Judaism are explicitly opposed to the charging of interest, denouncing it as a means to enslave 

the poor in a spiral of debt, firms practicing these methods of levying money from their customers are 

responsible for some of the greatest tribulations to afflict the poor. Al-Bannā puts the issue of one’s 

inability to pay off one’s debt in literary terms, declaring that a poor man has only his body as 

possession – should he be forced, as in the merchant of Venice, to pay his debts off with his only asset, 

his own flesh?31  

 

Jamāl al-Bannā, Women and Marriage 

 The issue of the status of women is never far from the surface when it comes to reformers or 

traditionalists in contemporary Islam, and Jamāl al-Bannā is no less keen to make his voice heard on 

this issue than any of his contemporaries. He maintains that Islam, in contrast to its monotheistic 

predecessors, aimed for the emancipation of the woman as much as was possible within the constraints 

of the masculine-dominated society of 7th Century Arabia, only to be thwarted by the appropriation of 

Islam by corrupt rulers, their jurist legitimizers, and Hadīth falsifiers after the death of the prophet and 

the two Caliphal successors that al-Bannā considers to have been true and worthy companions of the 

prophet, Abū Bakr and cUmar.32 The jurists, he says, were simply out to justify the existing 

misogynistic social order set down in Bedouin custom and the Torah by imposing religious restrictions 

on women’s participation in public life in their legislating for non-essential matters such as the period 

of non-remarriage required for a widow and issues concerning menstruation.33 This attitude has 

persisted down to contemporary jurists, who, he claims, see women as mere ‘piles of flesh’ and are 
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thoroughly incapable of dealing with the problems of modern Egyptian society.34 As elsewhere, al-

Bannā cites numerous examples of gender equality and support for women’s emancipation in the 

Qur’ān contradicting the jurists’ subsequent retrograde additions to the Sharīcah, such as in the verse 

justifying equal income to the man for the working woman, as proof that the Qur’ān enjoins complete 

equality of the sexes in almost every area, whether that of society, employment or law. 

 Al-Bannā rejects polygamy out of hand, and also criticizes contemporary jurists such as Yūsuf 

al-Qaradāwī who presents a popular show on al-Jazeera Television, الشريعة و الحياة (‘Sharīca and 

Life’), and who sanctions the killing of an adulterous wife by her husband, with al-Bannā saying that 

‘Islam does not sanction honour crimes.’35 Not only does al-Bannā insist that equal punishment be 

applied to both adulterers, but he also stresses that the punishment of stoning for such crimes is a 

remnant of Judaism from the Torah and not mentioned at all in the Qur’ān. He also makes clear the 

conservatism that should be exercised in applying corporal punishments such as the amputation of the 

hand for adultery, saying that time should be allowed for repentance, that prostitutes should be exempt 

from such penalties, and that an ‘adulterer’ must be a repeat, rather than a one-off offender.36 

Although he emphasizes the duty of the Muslim to dress modestly, Jamāl al-Bannā is careful to 

point out that this applies equally to both sexes. And whilst he notes that the Qur’ān does prescribe a 

dress code for the woman particularly, his views differ markedly from those of the more traditional 

Islamic authorities who refer to forty-one legal texts from juristic tradition concerning the veil (thirty-

eight of which are from one jurist, Ibn Anas) and outlining the subtleties of positioning it.37 Al-Bannā 

considers that the hijāb is merely a practical, non religious pre-modern phenomenon used to protect 

women from the elements in harsh climates, with no relation whatsoever to Islamic scripture or 
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doctrine, and he notes that the word is mentioned only once in the Qur’ān in relation to women in the 

verse regarding behaviour in the Prophet’s house (33:53): ‘  َوَرٓاِء َوِإَذا َسَأْلُتُموُهنَّ َمَتًٰع۬ا َفْسٔـَُلوُهنَّ ِمن

 And when you ask of them any goods, ask from behind a ‘hijāb,’ which he understands to‘-’ِحَجاٍبۢ

mean a ‘door’ or ‘curtain,’ rather than a garment. Since this verse refers solely to the prophet’s wives, 

al-Bannā rejects subsequent Hadīths and rulings from the jurists mandating the veil. The only 

prescription in the Qur’ān regarding women’s dress, according to al-Bannā, is that women should cover 

their chests, and it is this, not the hijāb, that is required of Muslim women.  

Al-Bannā draws a distinction between the hijāb, whose popularity today he accepts as a 

response to the difficult material circumstances of the working-class woman who has neither the time 

nor money to visit the coiffeur as do her richer upper class contemporaries, and the niqāb, which is 

‘wrong’ in that it covers the face entirely, making normal social interaction impossible and preventing 

the woman from seeing. As with many of his criticisms of contemporary Egyptian society, he sees the 

niqāb as one of the many negative manifestations of salafist influence to gain ground in society since 

the 1952 revolution, and more particularly since the rule of Anwar al-Sādāt, when Egyptian workers 

flocked to the Gulf on the back of the oil boom and came under the influence of traditionalist salafist 

teachings.38 

Of course, in view of al-Bannā’s commitment to the freedom of thought for the Muslim 

individual, he does not object to women wearing the hijāb or niqāb if they choose to do so personally, 

and he criticizes what he calls the ‘hypocrisy’ of those in the west, especially in France, who emphasize 

freedom of the individual but at the same time call for the outlawing of the veil in public places. But he 

is also a forthright advocate of Muslims’ making efforts to integrate into western societies, and believes 

that the onus is on Muslims who have taken the decision to live, earn money and spend long periods in 

Europe to integrate within the limits of their religion. Wearing the hijāb and the niqāb play a negative 

role in preventing this and in isolating Muslims from European society, and he made headlines with his 
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novel solution to the problem when he suggested that Muslim women wear a hat instead of the veil 

should they wish to cover their hair. For this he drew considerable criticism from his old foes in the 

traditionalist Islamic authorities. 

Replacing the veil with a hat is not the only example of Jamāl al-Bannā coming up with 

unorthodox solutions to the new issues raised by the increasing Muslim presence in non-Muslim 

societies, and particularly in Europe (a subject also treated in detail by his grand-nephew, Professor 

Tāriq Ramadān). Al-Bannā has also suggested reviving so-called mutcah marriage, a temporary legal 

union sanctioned in the time of the prophet for Muslim soldiers away from their families on campaign 

that legitimized sexual relationships outside of the traditional context of marriage, but that was 

invalidated once they returned home. Jamāl sees a contemporary analogy of this in dealing with the 

problem of sexual relationships for Muslim minorities in Europe, such as the male Muslim students 

who go abroad to study for several years before returning home and who wish to avoid committing the 

sin of fornication. Since any normal marriage to a local non-Muslim woman would by the demands of 

western law be permanent and thus entitle the woman to half the Muslim man’s property in the case of 

divorce, he believes that the Muslim should be entitled to a temporary alternative, absolving him of this 

duty and thus avoiding the potential complications of western marital law. This is made possible by the 

fact that, he says, European women have no problem in having a relationship that lasts no longer than 

six months or a year.39 

However, he does not believe that Muslim women should be allowed to marry non-Muslim 

men, whether permanently or in mutcah unions, since the other religions do not respect Islam and its 

holy book as it does theirs. He also claims, somewhat questionably, that Muslim men far outnumber 

Muslim women in Europe, and so there is no need for such measures when it comes to Muslim women. 

When quizzed as to whether this contradicts his earlier claims of gender equality in Islam, he describes 

the importance of marriage not only as a love relationship but also as a foundation of the social system, 
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and mentions the potential problems of children with Muslim family obligations on one side and 

Christian, Jewish or other religious demands on the other, such as confusion over when to fast or 

worship. 

 



The Muslim Brotherhood-Past and Present 

 Jamāl Al Bannā’s older brother, Hasan, was of course the famous founder of the Egyptian 

Muslim Brotherhood organization that plays a key role in Egyptian politics today, and that has even 

come to be seen by many as the beginning of modern Islamist movements across the Muslim world. 

Critics and opponents of Jamāl sometimes charge him of being a member or even the leader of his 

brother’s organization-so what in fact was and is Jamāl’s relationship with the Muslim Brothers? 

 

Jamāl, Hasan and the Brotherhood in the Early Years  

As a young man, Jamāl indulged his love of books by taking on a job in the Brotherhood’s 

publishing house, but says that he was always an independent man from the founding of the 

organization in 1928,40 aiding in some administrative activities but never becoming a member, since he 

classifies the Brotherhood as a ‘salafist’ organization similar to his bête noire, Cairo’s al-Azhar. Yet 

there is no doubt that Jamāl al-Bannā holds Hasan, his senior by 14 years, in high esteem and affection, 

and claiming that he ‘filled the gap of Islamic thought and arrived, through flexibility and 

inclusiveness, to the utmost of what the fundamentalist salafist framework was capable of.’41 In Jamāl’s 

book, ما بعد اإلخوان المسلمين (‘What after the Muslim Brothers?’), he describes with obvious 

reverence Hasan’s humble origins as a school teacher in Ismācīlīa and how he took advantage of the 

four-month summer break to expand the organization (whose six original members were café 

companions of Hasan), to a nationwide movement whilst never missing a day of teaching because of 

his extra-curricular Brotherhood activities. To Jamāl, Hasan was a genius, unique in his aptitude for 

both theory and practice, who was as brilliant a speaker as he was an Islamic jurist, writer, theorist, 

administrator and organizer,42 and it was his synthesis of so many talents that was the reason behind the 
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Brotherhood’s expansion to over 500,000 members by 1948. 

 Given his glowing praise of his older sibling here, does Jamāl consider that the Muslim 

Brotherhood started off as a kind of personality cult under this charismatic leader? Not so, he qualifies. 

It was not just individual brilliance, but the link of his brother’s talents to the context of Egyptian 

society in the 1930s that explain the extraordinary success of the Brotherhood experience in its first 

years. Whilst the Imam al-Bannā was a highly effective preacher of Islam as ‘a process of life,’ it was 

the Islamic character of Egyptian society that enabled his message to be successful.43 Jamāl, as 

someone with a knowledge and affinity for leftist as well as Islamic movements, is fond of the 

comparison between the Brotherhood and socialist groups in this regard; the latter’s ideas were always 

alien to the ‘Arab mind,’ coming to the Arab world in their Leninist Soviet form,44 and he stresses that 

had Hasan been a Marxist his efforts would simply not have borne fruit.45 Where the communists were 

like iron and relied on a rigid administrative structure, the Brotherhood was like silk, its spiritual appeal 

inspiring deeper personal loyalty, in the long-running tradition of the Shaykh and his Sufi disciple. 

According to Jamāl, this was indeed a tradition that interested his brother as a young man.46 

 Yet Jamāl does not merely see his brother as having been an exceptionally charismatic Islamic 

preacher in the traditional mould, but also as the skilled leader of a modern mass movement that was 

structured to exploit to the full the conditions of inter-war Egyptian society. His organizational 

effectiveness, points out Jamāl, established a model that is the organizational prototype of Islamic 

movements to this day,47 which, though not exactly conforming to democratic theorists’ preferences in 

granting Hasan a ‘weight equal to the majority in decision-making,’ was sufficiently effective to 

survive the rigors of Nāsir’s prisons and carry on after al-Bannā’s death into the second half of the 

twentieth century. Moreover, its democratic shortcomings did not hinder its inclusive cross-class appeal 
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in Egypt, which Jamāl attributes to the vacant roles it was able to fill in Egyptian society: it offered 

political representation at the village and neighborhood level, and its branches were inclusive social 

clubs that contrasted with the existing occupationally-defined facilities of the time, offering the chance 

for peasants, workers and unlimited trades and professions to mingle and take advantage of communal 

facilities and activities, particularly the sporting and martial ones conducted in the Imam Al Bannā’s 

aim of creating strong and independent citizens.48 Its branches also extended into social and economic 

matters, and there were departments dedicated to women.  

It is clear that Jamāl, always one to emphasize inclusiveness of the masses in politics, marvels 

at this aspect of the Muslim Brothers, and his only criticism of its social policies under Hasan is that it 

might have done more to erase illiteracy-he is, incidentally, no less critical of cAbd al-Nāsir’s campaign 

in this area in the fifties, describing it as badly implemented.49 In similar fashion his depiction of the 

political scene, onto which the Brotherhood emerged between 1928-52, is scathing of the lack of mass 

representation at leadership level amongst the party’s rivals, whether in the hypocrisy and detachment 

from the masses of socialist groups led by Egyptian aristocracy and Jews influenced by Marxist ideas 

(who nevertheless sent their children to American schools), the paralysis of trade unions that had 

achieved freedom of work and organization at the cost of submission to political parties, or salafist 

Islamic foundations whose concerns did not extend beyond protecting their wealth.50 His criticism 

extends even to those politicians who emerged from humble origins, considering that their rise was 

conditional on a willingness to integrate to the bourgeoisie and reject their roots. One famous such 

example was leader of the Wafd party Sacd Zaghlūl, who, Jamāl comments, was proud to be the leader 

of and draw his support from the ‘rabble’ even while refusing to let one of them sit beside him in 

parliament as an equal.51 That Sacd was able to muster such mass support was in Jamāl’s view a result 
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of blind obedience on the part of the masses. 

This, as Jamāl sees it, was his brother’s ‘sin’ in the eyes of the Egyptian status quo: opening up 

politics to the masses. Yet his achievements in this regard have, he believes, gone unnoticed by the 

secular left, and he charges that socialist historians have wiped his brother’s feats as a popular leader 

from the history books.52 He has similarly little patience for other historians who charge his brother 

with scheming realpolitik and betraying Egyptian interests during the fluid ’28-’52 period by switching 

alliances and sides between the English, the monarchy and the Wafd. Jamāl justifies this pragmatism in 

the Qur’ānic tradition: a man who believed in Muhammad, Abū Bakr and cUmar, he claims, would 

never give the enemy victory, but when he was not in a position to mobilize his followers against them, 

he negotiated with them,53 considering diplomacy and political horse-trading the extension of his 

struggle by other means. Thus he justifies Hasan Al Bannā’s acceptance of Prime Minister Nahhās 

Pasha’s offer to back down from running for a deputy position in the 1940s, from which he gained 

unlimited freedom of preaching for the Brotherhood in Egypt in return.54 

To those who criticize his brother from the other direction, claiming that he allied with fascism, 

Jamāl relates how Hasan criticized the excess of some in Jihād, but stressed nonetheless that the 

Muslim has a duty to take up arms against foreign military invasion, whether that of the 80 000 British 

troops in Egypt or the Israelis in Palestine, against whom the Muslim Brothers sent forces under 

Egyptian command that were often used in suicide missions in the war of 1948. He stresses this, along 

with the Brotherhood’s criticism of the Wafd party’s backing down from asking for a British 

withdrawal at the UN in 1946 and of royal corruption, in defense of the Brotherhood’s nationalist 

credentials. 
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What after Hasan al-Bannā? Jamāl on cAbd al-Nāsir, his ‘Sons’ and the Muslim 

Brotherhood Today 

 Regardless of the rights and wrongs of his historiography of the Muslim Brotherhood’s early 

years, it is abundantly clear that Jamāl al-Bannā had a close relationship to and maintains a very 

positive assessment of the Muslim Brothers over the period of his brother’s leadership (1928-48), 

whether it is in extolling his and the organization’s virtues or slamming their rivals’ shortcomings. But 

did this enthusiasm remain after Hasan’s death in 1949, from which time the organization came under 

new leadership?  

There is no question that he remains critical of the rival political players in this period, and his 

scorn for Nāsir and the Free Officers’ reign after what he described in "ترشيد النهضة"  (‘Guiding the 

Renaissance’) as a ‘coup,’ far exceeds his dislike towards anyone else in politics before or since 1952. 

And although he is no fan of either Sadāt or Mubārak either, particularly after the former’s opening up 

of Egypt to ‘intrusive capitalism’55 in the 1970s, it is as ‘sons of cAbd al-Nāsir’56 that they are vilified. 

In an article in Democracy Review, July 2006 entitled ‘Nāsirism and the Reshaping of the Egyptian 

Personality,’ Jamāl accused Nāsir’s 17-year ‘period of terror’ of being the reason for Egypt’s inability 

to confront the challenges of today, as a result of the atrophying of Egypt’s political, institutional, social 

and educational infrastructure57 under his rule from corruption, undemocratic procedures and the 

creation of a personality cult celebrating the hollow ‘achievements’ of Nāsirism. Moreover, despite 

swearing on ‘ ’ مصحف and ‘ ’ مسّدس (Qur’ān and pistol) on the very desk that now sits in the middle of 

Jamāl’s labyrinthine personal library that they would rule according to ‘ما أنزله اهللا,’ (‘what God has 

revealed,’ i.e. Islamic precepts) he says that Nāsir and his successors have never allowed Islam to take 

its rightful place in society, carrying over instead the secular-bourgeois status quo that existed under the 
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monarchy into the second half of the century.  

Yet Nāsir’s greatest sin in the eyes of Jamāl al-Bannā, or at least the one that most affected him 

personally, was Nāsir’s repression, torture and arrest of the Muslim Brothers which began early in his 

rule. The harshness of these measures, according to Jamāl, gave credence to a bigoted, extremist 

current of thought within the Brothers that was represented most famously by the like of Sayyid Qutb, 

since those who committed such appalling acts of torture and assassination could not logically be 

anything but kuffār (infidels).58 That these kuffār were not occupiers from a distant land but rather 

fellow Arabs and even Muslims encouraged a highly exclusionary definition of what it meant to be a 

Muslim, which made more difficult the possibility of religious pluralism in Egyptian society. The 

necessity of religious pluralism is of course one of the cornerstones of Jamāl al-Bannā’s beliefs. 

Jamāl has some criticism for the Muslim Brothers in that they have become merely a salafist 

organization like the Islamic foundations that existed before them,59 but he appears reluctant to be 

drawn further on the decisions taken by the Brothers in recent history and claims that this does not 

concern him.60 He attributes their evolution away from the vision of Hasan al-Bannā towards the more 

extreme interpretation of Sayyid Qutb to external factors, these being the crushing weight of 

circumstances over the past sixty years in Nasser’s repression and the exportation of Saudi Wahhābism 

around the Middle East since the 1970s, to which Egypt was exposed through the waves of her migrant 

workers to the Gulf in the Sādāt era. He commends the Brothers for avoiding participation in the 

‘corrupt’ government of the last seventy years, but criticizes them for not making clear whether they 

support it or not61 and appears to have no reservations about the idea of the Brothers engaging in 

contemporary parliamentary politics. They are after all, he says, ‘educated, well brought-up and believe 
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in God,’62 and, in an article entitled ‘ ’ حرب بال دماء...آلمتي لإلخوان المسلمين (‘My Word to the 

Muslim Brothers…War without Blood) he suggests that the Muslim Brothers in parliament could 

potentially be an objective, effective, honest and persevering opposition, and proceeds to call for a 

‘holy Jihād against the errors of government,’ primarily corruption, whilst describing the opposition the 

Brothers faced from the Chairman of the Egyptian Assembly when they won thirty deputies in 

parliament in 1987 as a warning of the political maneuvering they will be up against in the future.63 

 

Assessing Jamāl al-Bannā’s Relationship to the Muslim Brotherhood 

 How, then, can we characterize Jamāl Al Bannā’s relationship to the Muslim Brotherhood? First 

of all, it is clear that he is certainly not a member nowadays, regardless of his association with and 

participation in Brotherhood activities until 1948. After his arrest and imprisonment from 1948-50, 

during which period his brother was assassinated, his activities shifted towards prison reform and the 

labour movement, which explains his claims of indifference towards the direction taken by the 

Brotherhood post-1949. His sympathies with the Brotherhood both before and after his imprisonment 

are obviously motivated in some part by his close personal links with it, but are also related to the 

Brotherhood’s character as a mass organization that defied the traditional elitist composition of 

Egyptian politics; whilst Jamāl Al Bannā’s anti-bourgeois, anti-establishment streak was no doubt 

partly shaped as a result of his close-at-hand witnessing of the Muslim Brotherhood’s rise from humble 

origins to challenge the status quo, inclusiveness appears to have been a quasi-innate preference of his 

that both predated and outlived his association with the Brothers. Observing early in his life his father’s 

efforts in Hadīth classification, which he undertook not as an al-Azhar-trained expert but as an amateur 

who made his living repairing watches, as well as Jamāl’s rejection of university and subsequent 

assimilation to the bourgeois in favour of writing, undoubtedly shaped his admiration of mass 
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movements like the Brotherhood that incorporated the masses, whilst nurturing his dislike of exclusive 

institutions such as al-Azhar and the Egyptian political status quo. This also shows itself in the 

direction taken by him from the fifties onwards, in his engagement with and lecturing on trade union 

issues culminating in the creation of the ‘Islamic Labour Organization’ in 1981. 

 However, Jamāl himself readily admits that, being of an aristocratic, bookish disposition, he 

never possessed the qualities of a mass leader like his brother, but was rather an intellectual, who like 

his father, was naturally detached from society.64 So it is perhaps as an independent-minded but 

sympathetic Muslim thinker and writer rather than political activist that we should see his relationship 

to the Muslim Brothers. His historiography of twentieth century Egyptian history displays a strong 

strain of revisionism, whether in criticism of popularly venerated national heroes such as Sacd Zaghlūl 

and cAbd al-Nāsir and the personality cults they inspired, or of socialist historians’ ignoring his 

brother’s achievements as a mass leader. But these views appear to be less championing of the 

Brotherhood as it exists than an expression of the view that Islam and its fundaments as Jamāl al-Bannā 

sees them have not been accorded their right place in society. As such, his article suggesting strategy 

for the Muslim Brothers, ‘آلمتي لإلخوان المسلمين,’ (My words for the Muslim Brotherhood) should 

be read less as an expression of support for the organization and more as an articulation of Jamāl al-

Bannā’s own views on the direction in which Egyptian politics should move to those he perceives to be 

intellectually closest to him, especially in their shared espousal of Islam in politics. Thus, his 

‘strategies’ are essentially a criticism of what he considers to be the problems of Egyptian politics: lack 

of freedom, corruption and rampant capitalism in the form of privatization exacerbating unequal 

distribution of wealth between Cairo and more distant deprived regions.65 
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International Politics 

 Given Egypt’s importance in regional and international affairs, it is hardly surprising that Jamāl 

al-Bannā refuses to remain silent on this subject. While some have accused him of being overly 

western-orientated in his view of Islam, he certainly is not scared to be at times extremely critical of 

‘western’ foreign policy, showing his characteristic enthusiasm to take on controversial issues. It comes 

as no surprise that Jamāl Al Bannā does not hesitate to point out the role played by the USA's foreign 

policy in making the country unpopular in recent years, especially in the Arab world. In an article 

entitled "ولكن عكس التصورات األمريكية...من أجل شرق أوسط جديد" al-Bannā accuses the USA of having given 

the green light to Israel's plans to attack Lebanon in 2006 and of having actively impeded the 

international community's efforts in conflict resolution by hindering the Security Council's call for a 

ceasefire. In an impassioned style, al-Bannā accuses the USA, at that time, of desiring the return of 

‘primordial chaos’ in the region and regards Israel as the agent for the task. Unsurprisingly therefore, 

al-Bannā commends the actions of Hezbollah and Hamas, describing them as entities that refuse to be 

bought off or tricked by their USA-backed Israeli neighbours. Hasan Nasrallah is described as a sober 

leader uninterested in self importance,66 and, needless to say, al-Bannā contemptuously views his own 

leader's dealings with Israel, in particular the peace deals of 1979. His cause for hostility is more than 

just the military intimidation suffered by his countrymen, and in addition he takes issue from Israel's 

character as a ‘Jewish Vatican’ - that is, a state defined by religion - which he calls a ‘regression for 

civilization.’67    

 However, al-Bannā is also quick to spout his disgust and horror of the events in 2001 (though 

there remains some confusion as to the exact translation of his comments, which some translation 

sites68 allege were ambiguous towards the perpetrators of the attacks in New York and accused the 
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U.S.A of having brought the attacks upon itself by its foreign policy).  

 Perhaps one of al-Bannā's most interesting views in the field of international politics concerns 

his perception of Egypt's ideal future relationship with Iran. Indeed, far from the current entrenched 

enmity between the two countries, al-Bannā suggests that Egypt secure military nuclear agreements 

with Iran in case of any hostile action from Israel. Al-Bannā deems an agreement with Iran nothing less 

than the result of a natural historical relationship that has spanned across history. Furthermore, al-

Bannā points to the similar religious movements present in both countries, such as the Jacfarī school 

which he says resembles the Hanafī or Shāficī schools, or indeed the fact that Egypt possesses a shrine 

dedicated to Sayyidah Zaynab (one of the most revered figures in Shīcah Islam), as reason enough for 

mutual support and comprehension. Whilst al-Bannā acknowledges the darker side of Iran, in particular 

their glorification of Sādāt's killers, and admits that Egypt would benefit more from strengthened Arab 

states, he remains disillusioned with this idea of Arab nationalism as a whole and blames the 

selfishness of the governments in protecting their own interests, instead of visualizing a picture bigger 

than themselves, for their individual and collective weakness on the international scene. After a 

somewhat fantastical description of Israel's military and political objectives in the region, al-Bannā 

uses a traditional line of defense by Iran's sympathizers and questions the right for certain countries to 

own nuclear weapons that only strengthen their pursuits of aggressive policies in the region, while 

other countries are denied that same safeguard and deterrent. Finally, al-Bannā invokes the Egyptian 

historical example of cAbd al-Nāsir turning to the USSR to procure weapons when his requests fell on 

deaf American ears, citing this as the embodiment of a politically astute move to secure the security of 

Egypt and reclaim its rightful place on the world arena.69  
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Islamic Reform Thinkers 

 Throughout the long and rich history of Islamic thought, the Islamic world has been blessed 

with illustrious scholars who helped the religion define itself, none more so than those scholars alive 

and active during the 19th century, a time appropriately named as the ‘Islamic Revival.’ In particular the 

names of Al-Afghānī or Muhammad cAbduh resonate in the memories of both Muslims and non 

Muslims as being instrumental in seeking to bring about a revival. So, how does Jamāl al-Bannā view 

these illustrious forefathers? Unsurprisingly his admiration runs deep, and particularly emphasized the 

role of al-Afghānī, as, al-Bannā argued, he was perhaps one of the greatest reformers as he ‘woke the 

Muslim community from its slumber’70 and dragged scholarship into a new era. Jamāl al-Bannā 

brushes aside claims made by such scholars as Elie Kedourie that cAbduh and al-Afghānī, far from 

being pious Muslims, were in fact agnostic. Whilst expressing respect for the works of Kedourie and 

the quality of his scholarship in general, al-Bannā remained skeptical and re-iterated his time old 

opinion that non Muslims are ill qualified to comment on Islamic matters.  

 Of course, al-Bannā is no stranger to one of the most controversial contemporary Muslim 

intellectuals, being the great uncle of Tāriq Ramadān. Al-Bannā has repeatedly denied that his great-

nephew has ever been part of the Muslim Brotherhood,71 despite numerous accusations, instead 

applauding the efforts of Ramadān to bridge the gap between the Islamic world and the ‘Western’ world 

by adapting Islam for minorities living in non-Muslim societies.72 Furthermore al-Bannā defends his 

great nephew’s use of different discourses when speaking to different audiences, as the only way to 

provide a solution to the problems of multi-religious societies. 
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Conclusion-How Can we Classify Jamāl al-Bannā? 

It is clear that of utmost importance in Jamāl al-Bannā’s worldview is Islam, which has been his 

primary concern from his younger days witnessing the Muslim Brotherhood's rise at first hand, through 

to his latest writings on Islamic renewal or freedom of belief in Islam. Islam is for him an enveloping 

social phenomenon embodying values such as justice that, he believes, permeate all levels of Islamic 

society thanks to its being rooted in the Qur'ān.73 Al-Bannā is, in the strictest sense of the word, a 

'fundamentalist' Muslim in that he seeks to return to the fundamental text of Islam, the Qur’ān, and 

shed Islam of what he believes to be negative accretions over its history, particularly the numerous 

Hadīths that emerged in the second and third centuries of Islam and are now so important to salafist 

interpretations. The Qur'ān is the ultimate point of reference for al-Bannā, and no other document can 

be compared to it in terms of moral and spiritual authority. 

 However, al-Bannā is far from western media's equating of 'fundamentalist' with 'extremist,' 

even though he was of course personally linked to and involved with an organization that has in the 

past been accused of terrorism and extremism-the Muslim Brotherhood. Jamāl is in fact fairly liberal 

within the framework of what he deems to be 'Islamic values,' having authored books with titles like 

' and ('Freedom') 'الحرية' ر و اإلعتقاد في اإلسالمحرية الفك ' ('Freedom of Thought and Belief in Islam) 

in which he has stressed the right and duty of every Muslim to engage in 'ijtihād,' (reasoning) and 

written about sensitive enough issues to see several of his books banned by the censorship authorities. 

His intention to adapt Islam to the demands of the modern age dictates a practical approach to social 

issues, and liberalism is evident in his attitude to women in Islam, about whom he has spoken out 

declaring equality and claiming that women should be allowed to lead prayer,74 as well as taking what 

is a comparatively liberal line within the norms of the Arab world on women's dress, which he believes 
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should be modest but does not have to include wearing of the hijāb or niqāb. Tolerance of religious 

minorities are another example of al-Bannā's views being liberal, and although he is always keen to 

emphasize aspects in which Islam is superior to Christianity and Judaism, he nonetheless stresses that 

religious pluralism is tolerated in and guaranteed by Islam. 

 Jamāl al-Bannā can also be described as something of an 'Islamic socialist' or 'leftist,' although 

he never identified with communism further on the left; in fact one of his early books was entitled ' نقد

 Al-Bannā's activities and writings centered around .('A Critique of Marxist Theory') 'النظرية المارآسية

trade unions and strengthening the role of the masses in politics, and his creation of the 'Islamic Labour 

Organization' in 1981 is a testament to his focus on the role of Islam in combating economic injustice 

and exploitation. He repeatedly criticizes the bourgeoisie when talking of politics, and his siding with 

the masses is perhaps the logical extension of what seems to be a life-long preference to self-identify 

with the underdog, whether this relates to his father's and brother's achievements in Islamic matters 

despite neither of them being a graduate of the traditional pathway of al-Azhar University, or his 

establishment of an association for prisoners and their families. One can detect strong anti-

establishment tendencies in al-Bannā's thought, and he criticizes religious ‘establishments’ in all three 

Abrahamic religions, such as the 'salafist' Islamic authorities, Catholicism's Vatican, and the Jewish 

state of Israel. Skepticism at both interreligious dialogue and education about other faiths stems from 

his mistrust in the power it accords such institutions. His anti-establishment feelings are evident too in 

his pot-shots at some of the most famous personalities of twentieth century Egyptian politics such as 

Nāsir and Sacd Zaghlūl, and in his writing off of the political and economic establishment, particularly 

since 1952, as damaging the country. 

 Yet Jamāl al-Bannā is the first to admit that he has never been one of the masses either, rather 

seeing independence from society at large as essential to his maintaining his integrity as a theorizer and 



writer.75 This is evident nowhere more than in his cynicism at the cult popularity inspired by leaders 

such as Nāsir and Zaghlūl, and his criticism of the masses for having followed them ‘blindly.’76  It is as 

intellectual and writer that al-Bannā sees himself, and from his early days immersing himself in his 

father’s personal library through to his own authorship and translation of over one hundred and fifty 

books, he certainly deserves to be considered as such. 

 Although espousing an attitude towards Islam that might generally to be considered more 

compatible with modern ‘western values’ and beliefs, there appears to be a healthy streak of anti-

Westernism in Jamāl al-Bannā that at times borders on chauvinism. For example, in his suggestion of 

reviving the mutcah marriage custom for Muslims living in Europe, he has no problem in 

recommending that Muslim men engage in temporary ‘marriages’ with non-Muslim western women 

that are unrecognized by western law, so that the husband is not subject to the civil legal requirements 

of giving half his property to his wife in the case of divorce. Elsewhere, his knowledge of western 

societies seems limited, stereotyped and somewhat out-of-date, such as in his defence of disallowing 

marriage between a Muslim woman and a non-Muslim man, which he claims is no worse than is the 

case between black men and white women in the U.S.A!77  

Defending Islamic and Middle Eastern norms by comparing them with (invariably) inferior 

western and non-Muslim norms, as in the case of relative treatment of minorities, is one of the areas in 

which Jamāl al-Bannā’s arguments are less convincing, and at times he appears to take the role of 

apologist. He has also been accused of quantity and seeking to make his own voice heard at the 

expense of quality and serious, deep thought in his writings, an accusation that is given some validity 

by the scandal caused when he issued a fatwá permitting smoking in the holy month of Ramadān, as 

well as by the sheer number and regularity of his books and articles on well-publicized public debates. 

Ultimately, though, Jamāl al-Bannā is an independent, critical voice that provides an alternative 
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viewpoint on issues in which diversity is often needed. He takes a rational and at the same time 

practical approach to religion and its role in society, and is for the most part consistent in his approach, 

if at times controversial. Of humble origin, but also associated with phenomenal importance through 

his brother, Jamāl al-Bannā’s sheer dedication to his lifelong vocation as a writer, who at the ripe old 

age of 89 still scuttles from our interview to continue reading and writing behind his desk, is worthy of 

merit even without this significant contribution to the debate in Egyptian and Muslim societies. 
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